
Edge Debate 61 – 7th May 2014 
Edge Commission of Inquiry on Future Professionalism – Session 3: Society 
 
Twitter Stream #EdgeDebate 
 

. HL Sustainability   @HL_Sust  15h  We are at the  @EdgeDebate on future 
professionalism tonight: value to society. Follow us for a live update from 
our perspective  #edgedebate 
.  
HL Sustainability   @HL_Sust  16h 
Only when we fail does the public realise how reliant they are on a well-
functioning built environment  #edgedebate 
.  
. HL Sustainability   @HL_Sust  14h  What do you do when your client asks 
you to do something that you know not to be on the best interest of 
society  #edgedebate 

.  
Richard   @RichPalczynski  May 7 
At  #edgedebate tonight discussing the role of institutions in society. 
 @ICE_engineers represented by Barry Clarke. 

.   
. The Edge   @EdgeDebate  14h  Matthew Taylor  @RSAMatthew injects  
"creative communities with a cause" (Charles Leadbetter)  #edgedebate 
and - solidarity via shared values 

.   
. Richard   @RichPalczynski  14h   #edgedebate all four speakers done and 
I'm none the wiser as to what institutions are ACTUALLY doing to 
promote their role in society  

.   
. Robin Nicholson   @RobinNicholso14  14h   #EdgeDebate session 3 of the 
Commission of Enquiry - can we manage the 'system reform' we need? 
 pic.twitter.com/oa4MVZa3T4 

 
.   

. Lee Franck   @lee_franck  14h  At  #edgedebate, Barry Clarke 
encouraging engineers to step into gap to transform society by tackling 
climate change 

.   
. Closed Loop Projects   @ClosedLoopBPE  14h  These are big questions, 
requiring a system overhaul rather than piecemeal changes. We need to 
think radically  #edgedebate@theRSAorg  @RIBA 

.   
. Closed Loop Projects   @ClosedLoopBPE  14h  Focus on the relationships 
between the professions and the public to improve public opinion 
 #edgedebate  @RIBA 
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Caroline Cole   @ColanderUK  16h 
 #EdgeDebate in 19c built environment professionals changed society thru 
infrastructure- is climate change the next rallying topic? 
 
. Robin Nicholson   @RobinNicholso14  14h   #EdgeDebate we have to 
collaborate. So many thanks to our keynote speakers from RSA, Work Fdn 
+ Keith Clarke  pic.twitter.com/Er9zFI04Av 

 
Caroline Cole   @ColanderUK  16h 
 #EdgeDebate Colin haylock says professionals need to draw the world in and 
find mature ways of working with one another 
 
Caroline Cole   @ColanderUK  39h 
 #EdgeDebate Institutes tend to fight their own corners rather than thinking about 
the requirements of society as a whole 
 
. HL Sustainability   @HL_Sust  38h  In most situations there's value in staying calm, 
but when the heat is really on, you have to make a professional judgement call 
 #edgedebate  
.   
. HL Sustainability   @HL_Sust  39h  ...or is the important thing really not pace, but 
rather alignment? Ensuring all messages you give are appropriate to context 
 #edgedebate 
.   
HL Sustainability   @HL_Sust  39h  How do we restructure ourselves to be able to 
respond to the public in the timeframe they expect in this day and age (~6h?) 
 #edgedebate 

.  
. Ruth Slavid   @archifreelance  14h   #edgedebate Matthew Taylor says 
most of what professions push out is of no interest to anybody 
.   
. Lee Franck   @lee_franck  14h   #edgedebate - Matthew Taylor on 
importance of developing a story, a way of being and thinking as industry, 
instead of instant chatter 
.   
. Richard   @RichPalczynski  13h   #edgedebate institutions work in the 
background, supporting government and don't need to be heard by 
public... No wonder public don't care! 

.   
. Closed Loop Projects   @ClosedLoopBPE  13h  We should have the 
courage as institutions to hold politicians to account. It needs to have 
demonstrable public benefit. #EdgeDebate  #manners 
.  
Caroline Cole   @ColanderUK  15h 
 #EdgeDebate Colin Haycock: without volunteers institutions can't function.... 
.   
Richard   @RichPalczynski  May 7 
 @ColanderUK  #esgedebate exactly!!!! 
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#EdgeDebate Ziona Strelitz says professions expect public to defer to them. It is 
time to earn authority 
 

 
. Dave Hampton   @carboncoach  13h  Joanna Ely launches key question 
at  #edgedebate what power/influence do Insts really have? And are we 
too cosy?  pic.twitter.com/CFqkNJowxq  

.  

 
.   

. Caroline Cole   @ColanderUK  13h   #EdgeDebate Matthew Taylor: role of 
institutes is to balance public interest and professional interest- question is 
do they do this well? 
.  
Richard   @RichPalczynski  May 7 
.  #edgedebate who has more appreciation in society? institutions or your 
average D-list celeb? Stop thinking small. Start selling ATTENTION 

.   
. Caroline Cole   @ColanderUK  12h   #EdgeDebate: architects are the 
nurses of the construction industry- no matter how badly they're treated 
there will always be too many 

 
Richard   @RichPalczynski  May 7 
 #edgedebate here's a thought... Nobody has mentioned the word LEADERSHIP 
tonight. 
 Richard   @RichPalczynski  May 7 
.  @kelfielddegsy about the role of engineers and their respective institutions. 
 
 
. HL Sustainability   @HL_Sust  12h  Can't be bigger gaps than btw children 
utterly unimpressed w our industry, & professionals who wouldn't want to 
do anything else  #edgedebate 

 
Richard   @RichPalczynski  May 7 
 #edgedebate heard enough. The ICE relies on volunteers to get its message 
out??? That just about sums it up for me! Sorry. Not good enough 
.    
. Dave Hampton   @carboncoach  10h  Very good to chat with Kate 
Fewson after  #edgedebate  - the force is strong with this one :-)  #follow 
 @ClosedLoopBPE 
.  
. Ruth Slavid   @archifreelance  16m  Sue Illman pres LI  @talklandscape said 
at  #edgedebate could never expect a president to serve more than 2 
years. So heartfelt 

.    


